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7 ABSTRACT: The thermal decomposition of trifluoroacetic acid and
8 carbonyl fluoride (CF2O) has been extensively studied because of their
9 importance in the oxidation of hydrochlorofluorocarbons in the atmosphere.
10 We hitherto present the study of the thermal reaction between these two
11 molecules. The reaction mechanism was studied using Fourier transform
12 infrared spectroscopy in the temperature range of 513−573 K. The reaction
13 proceeds homogeneously in the gas phase through the formation of a reaction
14 intermediate, here characterized as CF3C(O)OC(O)F (detected for the first
15 time in this work), the major final products being CF3C(O)F, HF, and CO2.
16 We demonstrate that the reaction is first-order respect to each reagent,
17 second-order global and the mechanism consists of two steps, the first being
18 the rate-determining one. The Ea = 110.1 ± 6.1 kJ mol−1 and A = (1.2 ± 0.2) × 10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1 values were obtained
19 from the experimental data. The low activation energy is explained by the hydrogen-bond interactions between the −OH group
20 of the acid and the F atom of the CF2O. First-principles calculations at the G4MP2 level of theory were carried out to
21 understand the dynamics of the decomposition. Thermodynamic activation values found for this reaction are as follows: ΔH⧧ =
22 105.6 ± 6.4 kJ mol−1, ΔS⧧ = −88.6 ± 9.7 J mol−1 K−1, and ΔG⧧ = 153.7 ± 13.5 kJ mol−1. The comparison between theory and
23 experimental results showed excellent similarities, thus strengthening the proposed mechanism.

1. INTRODUCTION

24 Carbonyl fluoride (CF2O) and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)
25 could account for almost a third of the inorganic fluorinated
26 compounds in the atmosphere,1−4 and it is expected that their
27 concentrations will increase in the future.5−7 This is due to the
28 current widespread use of replacements, that is, hydro-
29 fluorocarbons and hydrofluoroethers, as well as the past use
30 of chlorofluorocarbons.8−13 Though their concentrations are
31 still far from becoming an environmental problem (its mutual
32 reaction has not yet become an environmental issue), the
33 reaction is of interest from the point of view of fluorine as well
34 as physical chemistry. It affords a new fluorooxygenated
35 compound to be synthesized and characterized and allows
36 fundamental kinetic parameters to be known. It is widely
37 accepted that perfluorinated carbonyl compounds have proved
38 to be valuable tools in the study of radical reactions of
39 atmospheric species.14−17

40 Gangloff et al.18 studied the thermal decomposition of
41 CF2O. The only probable reaction path is the C−F bond
42 scission. The activation energy for this reaction is 323 ± 13 kJ
43 mol−1. Modica et al.19 proposed that CF2O may react with CO
44 to produce covalent organic framework radicals, but this
45 reaction is completely displaced toward reagents. Ashworth et
46 al. studied the thermal decomposition of CF3C(O)OH in the
47 gas phase by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy,
48 with a stainless steel IR gas cell equipped with silver chloride

49windows. The main products found for this reaction were
50CF3H and CO2.

20

51The reactions of Cl/F and OH with CF3C(O)OH were
52studied by Wallington and Hurley,21 concluding that these
53reactions constitute a minor atmospheric fate of CF3C(O)OH
54and that the major atmospheric removal mechanism would be
55wet and dry deposition, which probably occurs on a time scale
56of the order of several weeks.5,22,23 However, little is known
57about the reaction of the acid with other stable molecules that
58have longer lifetimes than the radicals mentioned.
59Our group has extensive experience in the synthesis of
60fluorocarbooxygenated molecules.24−27 In particular, studies
61have been carried out on thermal reactions in the gas phase
62that afforded new species that have been characterized by
63different techniques and rigorously verified by the kinetic
64mechanisms proposed.28−30

65We hereafter present a thorough study of the thermal
66reaction between CF3C(O)OH and CF2O at different
67temperatures and pressures, which was also supported by
68high-level ab initio calculations. The results from the kinetic
69study are discussed with respect to the characterization of
70CF3C(O)OC(O)F by FTIR spectroscopy.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

71 2.1. Instrumentation. 2.1.1. Vibrational Spectroscopy.
72 Gas-phase IR spectra in the range of 4500−400 cm−1 were
73 recorded with a resolution of 2 cm−1 from 32 coadded
74 interferograms using a FTIR instrument (Bruker IFS66V)
75 equipped with a photoconductive MCT detector and OPUS
76 software.
77 2.1.2. IR Cells. In order to achieve the desired temperatures
78 required to initiate the reactions (513−573 K), we used an
79 electrically heated stainless steel cell (optical path length 100
80 mm) with silicon windows, connected to a temperature
81 controller (Instrelec NC201-V) regulated from a thermocou-
82 ple. The whole system (cell, resistors, and thermocouple) was
83 coated with a ceramic fiber to isolate it from the environment.
84 Figure S1 presents a diagram of the experimental setup.
85 2.1.3. Computational Details. First principles calculations
86 were carried out using density functional theory (DFT), with
87 the Becke’s three-parameter hybrid functional using the Lee−
88 Yang−Parr correlation functional (B3LYP) method in
89 combination with different basic sets. The superiority of
90 DFT methods over conventional Hartree−Fock methods for
91 the study of fluoro-carbon-oxygenated compounds had
92 previously been demonstrated, and the determination of
93 geometric parameters for this kind of systems yielded accurate
94 results that were tested against gas electron diffraction
95 experiments.31−33 Because we are interested in the minima
96 of the potential energy surfaces and DFT methods take into
97 account the electron correlation energy only in part,34 we
98 believe that the 6-31++G(d,p) and 6-311++G(3d,2p) basic
99 sets should be adequate to describe the relative energies for the
100 isomers. Additionally, harmonic vibrational frequencies and
101 zero-point energies (ZPEs) were calculated at the same level of
102 theory to check whether the stationary points obtained were
103 either isomers or first-order transition states. All calculated
104 conformers had only real frequencies. The determination of
105 the Hessian matrix also enabled calculation of the thermo-
106 chemical quantities for the conformers that were explicitly set
107 at 543 K in the input file of the Gaussian program. The
108 Møller−Plesset expansion truncated at second order (MP2)
109 and the high accuracy energy method Gaussian-4 (G4) were
110 also used for the calculation of the activation energies to
111 achieve a more complete comparison. All symmetry
112 restrictions were turned off in the calculations. Intrinsic
113 reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations were carried out for
114 all the transition states in order to guarantee their connection
115 with the minima in the potential energy surface (PES). All
116 calculations were run with the Gaussian 09 program package.35

117 2.2. General Procedures. Volatile materials were
118 manipulated in a glass vacuum line equipped with two
119 capacitance pressure gauges (0−760 Torr, MKS Baratron;
120 0−70 mbar, Bell and Howell), three U traps, and valves with
121 poly(tetrafluoroethylene) stems (Young, London). The
122 vacuum line was connected directly to the stainless steel IR
123 gas cell (total volume equal to 148 mL), placed in the sample
124 compartment of the FTIR instrument (Figure S1). After
125 passivating all the surfaces of the cell with CF2O at 600 K for
126 30 min, different pressures of the reactants were loaded in the
127 reaction cell in order to generate the pseudo-first-order plots.
128 The experiment was repeated at different temperatures in the
129 range 513−573 K. The products obtained were identified and
130 quantified from the reference spectra of pure samples.

1312.3. Chemicals. The synthesis of CF2O was carried out by
132the photolysis of (CF3C(O))2O (∼50 mbar) in 500 mbar of
133O2 (>99.9%, Air Liquide). The photoreactor consisted of a
134one-neck 12 L glass round-bottom flask with a 30 cm long
135double-walled water-jacketed quartz tube inside, in which a 40
136W low-pressure mercury lamp (Heraeus, Hanau) was placed.
137CF2O was purified by vacuum distillation.29 The compound
138CF3C(O)OH was obtained from commercial sources (99%,
139anhydrous) and used without further purification.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
140Prior to the start of our mechanistic analysis, it is necessary to
141discard the possible reactions of the reagents themselves. The
142measured activation energy for the concerted unimolecular
143thermal decomposition of CF3C(O)OH found by Ashworth
144and Harrison was 114 ± 7 kJ mol−1, and the products were
145CF3H and CO2.

20 Because this is an unexpectedly low
146activation energy and CO2 production occurred in an irregular
147manner, they proposed a mechanism involving the formation
148and subsequent decomposition of adsorbed species on the
149internal walls of the infrared cell rather than a homogeneous
150gas-phase reaction. They found an appreciable velocity of
151decomposition above 575 K. In the present case, the reactions
152were studied at lower temperatures, and we checked the
153unimolecular decomposition of the acid by the amount of
154CF3H formed in several mixtures of CF2O and CF3C(O)OH.
155We found indeed very low amounts of CF3H that steadily
156decreased when the partial pressure of CF2O increased,
157eventually reaching the point where no CF3H was observed
158at all by FTIR. This condition was achieved for concentration
159ratios [CF2O]0/[CF3C(O)OH]0 > 1.5. Thus, the unimolecular
160decomposition of the acid under our experimental conditions
161is discarded. Considering the expression for the rate constant
162found by Gangloff et al. for the thermal decomposition of

163CF2O,
18 k(CF2O) = 2.96 × 10−10 e−38850.1/T [s−1], the half-life of

164CF2O in our system is approximately 1043 s, so it can be
165concluded that almost no CF2O should decompose by a
166unimolecular channel in our experiments.
167 t1In addition, Table 1 presents the bond dissociation energies
168for TFA and CF2O molecules calculated directly using the G4

169method. For example, eq 1 was used to calculate the (O−H)
170dissociation energy:

D

H H H

CF C(O)O H

CF C(O)O H CF C(O)OH
3

3 3

°[ − ]

= °[ ] + °[ ] − °[ ] 171(1)

172All single bond scission reactions for CF3C(O)OH and
173CF2O have substantially higher barriers, >200 kJ mol−1, than
174the molecular processes described later in this work; therefore,
175no competitive channels are expected for the bimolecular
176thermal reaction between CF3C(O)OH and CF2O.

Table 1. Dissociation Energies for the Unimolecular
Rupture of CF3C(O)OH and CF2O Calculated at the G4
Level of Theory

dissociation reaction enthalpy (kJ/mol)

CF3C(O)OH → CF3C(O)O + H ΔH = +488.0
CF3C(O)OH → CF3 + C(O)OH ΔH = +359.3
CF3C(O)OH → CF3 + CO2 + H ΔH = +376.8
C(O)F2 → C(O)F + F ΔH = +526.1
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177 3.1. Reaction Mechanism. In order to determine the
178 products of the reaction, a mixture of (14.5 ± 0.1) mbar of
179 CF2O and (10.1 ± 0.1) mbar of CF3C(O)OH was loaded into
180 the stainless steel IR gas cell at 543 K. The sample was

f1 181 interrogated with IR spectra every 40 s intervals. Figure 1

182 shows the spectra of this mixture at zero time (reagents in
183 black line) and at a time sufficiently long so as to consider
184 these to be the final products of the thermal reaction. From the
185 comparison of the products trace with reference spectra from
186 our own inventory, we can conclude that the main products
187 found were HF, CO2, and CF3C(O)F. When a mixture of (6.1
188 ± 0.1) mbar of CF2O and (10.2 ± 0.1) mbar of CF3C(O)OH
189 was loaded, the products found were mainly the same (HF,
190 CO2, and CF3C(O)F) with additional small amounts of CO
191 and CF3H.
192 Figure 1 also presents the products of the thermal
193 decomposition of CF3C(O)OH alone measured at the exact
194 same conditions (green line). In this case, the products found
195 were mainly CO2 and CF3H (in agreement with Ashworth’s
196 proposed mechanism) and very small amounts of CO and
197 HF.20 Because the products of this reaction are completely
198 different from the ones found in the presence of CF2O, the
199 thermal title reaction must undergo through a very different
200 mechanism. Numerous series of measurements were made at
201 various constant temperatures including 513, 533, 553, and
202 573 K. The lowest temperature was set considering kinetic
203 factors because the reaction takes a long time to occur, whereas
204 the highest temperature was chosen on experimental ones
205 because the reaction occurs faster than the time resolution of
206 our FTIR spectrometer. Besides, it should be kept in mind that
207 the thermal decomposition of TFA occurs at an appreciable
208 rate at temperatures higher than 573 K.20

209 The reaction order for CF2O could be approached upon
210 assumption of first-order behavior from our pseudo-first-order
211 data by plotting the logarithm of the relative concentration of
212 CF2O (integration of the band 1980−1870 cm−1) as a function
213 of the initial concentration of CF3C(O)OH, evaluated at a
214 fixed reaction time of 1080 s according to eq 2. This procedure
215 was repeated for the four temperatures. All the data are shown
216 in Figure S2.

kln( CF O ) CF C(O)OH 1080 s ln( CF O )2 3 0 2 0[ ] = − ·[ ] · + [ ]
217(2)

218This presentation, plus the fact that the temperature-
219dependent Arrhenius plots (which are integrated from a first-
220order dependence on CF2O and on CF3C(O)OH) also show
221 f2f3f4excellent consistency (Figures 2−4), all points to the total
222second-order gas-phase reaction.

2233.2. Rate Data at Different Temperatures. In order to
224determine the behavior of the reaction rate constant as a
225function of temperature, pseudo-first-order rate constants were
226obtained from the time evolution of the CF2O concentration,
227as shown in Figure 2, for the different temperatures 513, 533,
228553, and 573 K. Four experiments were performed by varying
229the initial concentration of CF3C(O)OH at each temperature.
230A good linear fit was obtained in all cases with correlation
231coefficients greater than 0.996. The results are summarized in
232 t2Table 2 for the different experimental conditions. As can be
233noticed, an increase in the pseudo-first-order rate constant is
234observed when the initial CF3C(O)OH concentration rises at
235all temperatures.
236Figure 3 presents the dependence of the pseudo-first-order
237rate constant with the initial concentration of [CF3C(O)OH]0.

Figure 1. Spectra of the reagents, (CF3C(O)OH + CF2O), and
products after 3600 s at 543 K (blue spectra correspond to [CF2O]/
[CF3C(O)OH] = 1.44 and the green spectra to [CF2O]/[CF3C(O)-
OH] = 0.60. aCF3C(O)F spectra were obtained from our own
database. bThe products of the thermal decomposition of CF3C(O)-
OH were obtained after 6000 s at 543 K.

Figure 2. Plot of the time dependence of the CF2O concentration
with different pressures of CF3C(O)OH in the temperature range
513−573 K (brown ⧫ 513 K, green ■ 533 K, blue ▲ 553 K, violet ●
573 K). The CF3C(O)OH concentrations are indicated in Table 2
with an asterisk. The straight lines are least-squares fits; correlation
coefficients are ≥0.996.

Figure 3. Pseudo-first-order rate constants vs the initial concentration
of CF3C(O)OH at the different temperatures.
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238 Again, good linear regressions were obtained for the different
239 temperatures. This is an indication that the reaction is first-
240 order for CF3C(O)OH as well, and from the slope, we can
241 obtain the absolute second-order rate constants for the whole
242 process, which are presented in Table 2. The uncertainties
243 were taken considering the standard deviation of the linear
244 regression in Figure 3, the deviation of the pseudo-first-order
245 rate constants, and the initial concentrations of CF3C(O)OH.
246 The rate equation for this reaction is

t kd CF O /d CF O CF C(O)OH2 2 3[ ] = ·[ ]·[ ]247 (3)

248 On the basis of the criteria described, Figure 4 shows the
249 Arrhenius plot constructed from the values listed in Table 2.
250 The line in the figure is a least-squares fit to the experimental
251 data. It is seen that the deviation from a straight line is small.
252 From the slope and intercept of the line, a value for the
253 activation energy of Ea = (110.1 ± 1.2) kJ mol−1 and a pre-
254 exponential factor of A = (1.22 ± 0.07) × 10−12 cm3 s−1

255 molec−1 were obtained, where the uncertainties are the

256standard errors of the fit. Our recommended expression is
257k(T) = (1.2 ± 0.2) × 10−12 exp[(110 ± 6) kJ mol−1/RT] cm3

258molec−1 s−1, which incorporates our estimated accuracy over
259the temperature range of the measurements and the
260uncertainty in the rate constants.
261This Ea is slightly lower than the Ea for the heterogeneous
262thermal decomposition of CF3C(O)OH,

20 and the value of the
263pre-exponential factor is consistent with a bimolecular
264homogeneous gas-phase reaction.36−38 We can think the
265mechanism as a stepwise two-reaction mechanism from these
266reagents to produce CF3C(O)F, HF, and CO2

CF O CF C(O)OH CF C(O)OC(O)F HF2 3 3+ → + 267(4)

CF C(O)OC(O)F CF C(O)F CO3 3 2→ + 268(5)

269The formation of the intermediate, CF3C(O)OC(O)F, must
270be considered to explain the production of CF3C(O)F. To the
271best of our knowledge, this molecule is unknown. Once the
272intermediate is formed, the mechanism proceeds through its
273thermal decomposition. Considering the above mechanism
274and assuming the steady-state approximation for the
275intermediate, the velocity of the reaction is given by the
276equation v = k1k2[CF2O][CF3C(O)OH]/k−1[HF] + k2. As the
277kinetic parameters were obtained at the first stages of reaction
278where the HF concentration is low, we can approximate
279k−1[HF] < k2 and the rate law is given by eq 3 with k = k1.
2803.3. First Principles Calculations. Perfluorinated acids
281are known to form dimers because of the two hydrogen bonds
282that could be formed from the acid group. Hess et al. studied
283the thermodynamics of the dissociation for the CF3C(O)OH
284dimer, in which the enthalpy Hdiss = 59.7 ± 0.7 kJ mol−1 and
285the entropy Sdiss = 155 ± 2 J mol−1 K−1.39 To explore the
286possibility of hydrogen-bond formation in our system between
287the pairs CF3C(O)OH···OCOHCF3 and CF3C(O)OH···
288FFC(O), a relaxed PES scan of the X···H bond distance
289from 1.4 to 6.1 Å using the UB3LYP method was run with
290tight convergence optimizations (the calculations converged
291normally for all points). Figure S3 presents the energy as a
292function of X−H distance (where X = O or F). A calculation of

Figure 4. Dependence of the second-order rate constant k upon
temperature. Activation energy and pre-exponential factor are derived
from the slope and intercept, respectively. The specific reaction rate
constant for the process is k = 1.22 × 10−15 exp(−13 250 [kJ K]/T)
[dm3 molec−1 s−1].

Table 2. Pseudo-First-Order Rate Constants and Derived Rate Constants for the Thermal Reaction between CF3C(O)OH and
CF2O

initial concentrationsa (molec cm−3)

temperature (K) CF3C(O)OH CF2O pseudo-first-order rate constants (s−1) rate constant (cm3 molec−1 s−1)

573 6.36 × 1017 1.39 × 1017 (7.14 ± 0.12) × 10−5 (1.13 ± 0.15) × 10−22 (for 4 exp)
b9.27 × 1017 1.46 × 1017 (1.09 ± 0.15) × 10−4
b1.30 × 1018 1.40 × 1017 (1.46 ± 0.12) × 10−4
b1.34 × 1018 1.53 × 1017 (1.52 ± 0.10) × 10−4

553 6.63 × 1017 1.39 × 1017 (3.45 ± 0.09) × 10−5 (5.07 ± 0.38) × 10−23 (for 4 exp)
b1.53 × 1018 1.56 × 1017 (7.35 ± 0.15) × 10−5
b1.95 × 1018 1.44 × 1017 (1.01 ± 0.18) × 10−4
b2.39 × 1018 1.53 × 1017 (1.19 ± 0.06) × 10−4

533 b1.42 × 1018 1.33 × 1017 (2.06 ± 0.20) × 10−5 (1.94 ± 0.22) × 10−23 (for 4 exp)
1.73 × 1018 1.58 × 1017 (2.74 ± 0.17) × 10−5
b1.86 × 1018 1.45 × 1017 (3.84 ± 0.19) × 10−5
b3.12 × 1018 1.37 × 1017 (5.97 ± 0.05) × 10−5

513 b1.06 × 1018 1.49 × 1017 (8.49 ± 0.10) × 10−6 (7.62 ± 0.13) × 10−24 (for 4 exp)
2.21 × 1018 1.65 × 1017 (1.66 ± 0.14) × 10−5
b2.33 × 1018 1.59 × 1017 (1.73 ± 0.08) × 10−5
b2.81 × 1018 1.47 × 1017 (2.15 ± 0.08) × 10−5

aConcentrations were derived from the pressures measured at room temperature. bConcentrations used in Figure 2.
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293 the thermodynamics of this dissociation for two CF3C(O)OH
294 molecules at the G4MP2 level of theory resulted in values
295 similar to those found experimentally by Hess (Hdiss = 57.5 kJ
296 mol−1 and Sdiss = 154 J mol−1 K−1), and considering the
297 formation of hydrogen-bond interaction between the mole-
298 cules of CF3C(O)OH and CF2O, the equivalent ones obtained
299 at the same level of theory were Hdiss = 9.9 kJ mol−1 and Sdiss =
300 60 kJ mol−1 for the F···H interaction. Under the experimental
301 temperatures, the thermal energy is high enough to overcome
302 the formation of the dimer in the gas phase.
303 The results of the minima and transition states in the PES
304 for the thermal reaction CF3C(O)OH + CF2O were calculated
305 at different levels of theory (UB3LYP, MP2, and G4MP2) and

t3 306 are presented in Table 3. An inspection of the values shows

307 that the energy of TS2 calculated with the MP2 method is very
308 different from the values for G4MP2 and B3LYP, indicating
309 that the electron correlation is important for this TS. However,
310 the energy values found for the other species are similar
311 regardless of the method used. We consider G4MP2 energies
312 to be the most appropriate method for our analysis. The

s1 313 energies at G4MP2 are shown in Scheme 1. As the CF2O

314 molecule approaches to the −C(O)OH moiety, a minimum is
315 reached (zero energy in the PES, see Figure S3) from which
316 two pathways for eq 6 on the S0 surface are possible: the
317 formation of a six-center transition state (TS1−6, more stable)
318 and a four-center transition state (TS1−4) from the trans-
319 conformer of TFA. The theoretical energy barrier for TS1−6 is
320 (114 ± 5) kJ mol−1, where we considered the hydrogen-bond
321 interaction between the two reagents (Figure S3) as the error
322 in the definition of the ZPE. The stability of six-center

323structures over the four-center ones is well-known for this kind
324of processes,6,40 and in our case, the stability is ≈100 kJ mol−1

325(depending on the method used). The energies along the IRC
326for the two pathways calculated at the B3LYP level of theory
327 f5are plotted in Figure 5. In the figure, filled blue circles

328represent the path from the cis-TFA conformer through TS1−
3296, and open red diamonds represent the reaction from the
330trans-TFA conformer through TS1−4, where the energies are
331given relative to the B3LYP cis-TFA conformer + CF2O. The
332energy along the reaction coordinate that leads to TS1−6 has a
333relatively flat plateau in the vicinity of the TS (with ΔE ≈ 8 kJ
334mol−1 from S ≈ −1.0 to S ≈ 0.8where S is the internal
335reaction coordinate defined by G09-), after which the F atom
336approaches the H atom to eliminate HF. However, for TS1−4,
337the energy profile seems to be sharper in the vicinity of the TS
338(with ΔE ≈ 28 kJ mol−1 from S ≈ −1.0 to S ≈ 0.8). This
339difference between both paths is due in part to the stabilization
340of the transition state because of the interaction between the
341carbon atom on CF2O and the carbonyl oxygen of TFA to
342form a six-center transition state.
343Our calculations predict that the reaction proceeds through
344the elimination of HF and the formation of the intermediate
345perfluoroacetic fluoroformic anhydride, CF3C(O)OC(O)F.
346Because no information about this species was found in
347bibliography, we performed the characterization of the
348conformers and their vibrational modes.
349A priori the PES of CF3C(O)OC(O)F can be thought of as
350having two minima according to the syn/anti positions of the
351C2−O2−C3−F4 dihedral. These structures are presented in
352Figure S4, where the conformer syn is 3.81 kJ mol−1 more
353stable than the anti. By considering this difference in the
354relative energies, under the experimental conditions (543 K),
355the populations calculated for a typical Boltzmann distribution
356are 56.3% syn and 43.7% anti. The vibrational frequencies for
357both conformers obtained at the DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G-
358(3df,2pd) level of theory are presented in Table S2. All 24
359fundamental modes should be both IR- and Raman-active, and
360all the vibrational frequencies are real and positive. The
361frequencies and intensities (relative IR band intensities in
362parentheses) obtained for both conformers present differences
363in the F−CO stretching bands, but the other bands coincide

Table 3. Energies of Minima and Transition States of the
Energy Reaction Surface for the Reaction between
CF3C(O)OH and CF2O Calculated at Different Levels of
Theory

B3LYP MP2

6-31++G(d,p) 6-311++G(3df,2pd) 6-31++G(d,p) G4MP2

TS1−6 107 112 122 114
TS1−4 209 213 214 215
Prod1 34 35 32 18
TS2 131 129 152 130
Prod2 −72 −86 −55 −64

Scheme 1. Theoretical Calculation of the Most Probable
Path for the CF3C(O)OH + CF2O Thermal Reaction at the
G4MP2 Level of Theorya

aThe connection between minimum and TS was corroborated by IRC
calculations at B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p).

Figure 5. IRC calculation for the six-center (filled blue circles) and
four-center transition state (empty red diamonds). The minimum
potential energy of CF3C(O)OH + CF2O without zero-point
correction is chosen as zero. As IRC points were calculated at the
B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level, the barrier heights are not identical to
the G4 results in Scheme 1, even after zero-point correction.
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364 quite well. The assignments shown in the last column of the
365 table were done from the evaluation of the normal mode
366 displacement vectors; as many of the modes are strongly
367 coupled, this information is rather subjective.

f6 368 Figure 6a presents the calculated IR spectra of the traces
369 because of the syn (blue line) and anti (green line)

370 conformers, which in turn conform the simulated spectrum
371 (red line) weighted for their contributions of 56.3 and 43.7%,
372 respectively. Our kinetic simulations (that will be discussed
373 later) predict that this intermediate reaches the maximum
374 concentration around 100 s after the start of the thermal
375 reaction at 543 K. Therefore, the analysis of the experimental
376 spectrum after 100 s should show some characteristic bands of
377 this intermediate. Furthermore, the subtraction of the spectra
378 of reagents and products leads to the spectrum of Figure 6b,
379 which shows characteristic bands corresponding to the CO
380 symmetric stretching vibrations between 1940 and 1964 cm−1

381 and asymmetric stretching between 1873 and 1892 cm−1; the
382 CF3 asymmetric bending at ≈1229 and 1171 cm−1; the F−C−
383 O asymmetric stretching band at ≈1199 cm−1; and the C−O−
384 C asymmetric stretching vibration between 1073 and 1108
385 cm−1. The similarities between the simulated theoretical
386 spectrum and the experimental one are clear. The position
387 and intensity of the bands are also compared in Table S1.
388 These bands are also observed weakly in the spectrum of
389 Figure 6c, which would correspond to the intermediate after
390 1000 s of reaction.
391 After elimination of HF, the intermediate CF3C(O)OC(O)
392 F can decompose into CF3C(O)F and CO2 with a barrier
393 energy of 130 kJ mol−1 relative to the reagents, higher than that
394 of TS1−6. The back reaction −1, which presents an energy
395 barrier of 92 kJ mol−1, would be important only when the
396 concentration of CF3C(O)OC(O)F and HF would be high.
397 However, in our experimental conditions, the amount of these
398 species is believed to be low enough to discard the back
399 reaction. Thus, once the syn/anti intermediate is formed, the
400 unimolecular decomposition would be favored in terms of the
401 velocities. According to the calculations, it proceeds through a
402 concerted step and a four-center TS (TS2, as shown in Scheme
403 1, and postulated in reaction 5). Thus, the final product would
404 be CF3C(O)F, HF, and CO2 as it was observed in the spectra
405 of Figure 1.

4063.4. Thermochemical Kinetic Parameters. The activa-
407tion enthalpy (ΔH⧧), entropy (ΔS⧧), and Gibbs free energy
408(ΔG⧧) were derived from the experimental Arrhenius
409parameters at 543 K.
410 t4Table 4 summarizes these experimental values, and the
411equivalent values obtained by ab initio calculations at the

412G4MP2 level of theory for the TS1−6 transition state.
413Considering the errors, the values are in very good agreement.
414The rate constant at this temperature was derived from the
415ΔG⧧ value, according to eq 6, to be k1(543 K) = (2.9 ± 2.3) ×
41610−23 cm3 molec−1 s−1.

k T
k T
hc

( ) e G RTb
0

/0
= −Δ‡

417(6)

418From this rate constant, we were able to calculate the pre-
419exponential factor A = (1.9 ± 0.8) × 10−12 cm3 molec−1, which
420agrees with the experimental one (Table 4). The similarity
421between the experimental and calculated entropies confirms
422the formation of an ordered transition state for reaction 4, and
423the calculated A value confirms that the homogenous reaction
424takes place in the gas phase.
425The calculation of the rate constants for reactions −1 and 5
426was also carried out on a similar basis, being k−1(543 K) = 2.6
427× 10−22 cm3 molec−1 s−1 and k2(543 K) = 0.034 s−1, which
428confirms that k1 is the rate-determining step under our
429experimental conditions. A kinetic simulation was carried out
430taking into account only these reactions. The results are
431 f7presented in Figure 7 as the relative concentration (continuous
432lines) as a function of time. The figure also presents the
433normalized experimental concentrations for CF3C(O)F (1819
434cm−1 band), CF2O (1942 cm−1 band), CO2 (integrated band
435between 2375 and 2281 cm−1), and CF3C(O)F (integrated
436between 1355 and 1312 cm−1), comparing all of them with
437calibrations of our repository. Quantitative analysis for the
438production of HF was not possible because the vibro-rotational
439bands are very sharp, and the integration resulted in unreliable
440values. In the same way, it was impossible to record the
441presence of the intermediate over time because the stronger
442bands of this compound overlap with those of CF2O,
443CF3C(O)OH, and CF3C(O)F. However, we were able to
444estimate its relative concentration for t = 100, 1000 s after
445assuming a cross section similar to that of CF3C(O)F though
446we know this estimation will have a 50% error associated. As
447mentioned previously, the maximum concentration of this
448intermediate is reached about 100 s from the beginning of
449reaction (Figure 7). In order to corroborate the hypothesis that
450reaction −1 is negligible in our experimental conditions, the
451simulation was run with different amounts of HF added. Figure
452S5 shows the disappearance of CF2O for two initial

Figure 6. (a) Calculated spectra of the two more stable conformers of
CF3C(O)OC(O)F (B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2pd)); (b,c) experimen-
tal spectra (100 and 1000 s, respectively, at 543 K) after the
subtraction of all the reagents and products (CF2O, CF3C(O)OH,
CF3C(O)F, CO2, HF, and CO).

Table 4. Arrhenius Parameters and the Derived
Thermodynamics Values from the Activation Energy of the
Thermal Reaction between CF3C(O)OH and CF2O at 543
K

experimental calculateda

A (cm3 molec−1) (1.2 ± 0.2) × 10−12 (1.9 ± 0.8) × 10−12

Ea (kJ mol−1) 110.1 ± 6.1 114 ± 5
ΔH⧧ (kJ mol−1) 105.6 ± 6.4 110 ± 5
ΔS⧧ (J mol−1) −88.6 ± 9.7 −81 ± 4
ΔG⧧ (kJ mol−1) 153.7 ± 13.5 155 ± 7

aCalculations at the G4MP2 level of theory for TS1−6.
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453 concentrations of the reagents. In panel a, [CF2O]i ≈ 1.5 ×
454 1017 and [CF3C(O)OH]i ≈ 1.5 × 1018 molec cm−3, and in
455 panel b, [CF2O]i ≈ 2.0 × 1019 and [CF3C(O)OH]i ≈ 2.0 ×
456 1018 molec cm−3. For both conditions, the initial HF
457 concentration varied from 0.5 to 100 times the CF2O. It is
458 clearly seen that the disappearance of CF2O is only affected
459 when the amount of HF exceeds the initial concentration of
460 CF2O. This indicates that although the activation energy for
461 reaction 5 is slightly higher than for 4 as indicated in Scheme 1,
462 at the present conditions the overall reaction is dominated by
463 the velocity of reaction 4.
464 Even though it is difficult to isolate the anhydride
465 CF3C(O)OC(O)F, we were able to estimate its half-life at
466 room temperature from the rate constant found at 543 K by
467 G4MP2 calculations (k2 = 0.034 s−1; t1/2 = 20.3 s), while the
468 value at room temperature is k2(298 K) = 2.3 × 10−12 s−1.

4. CONCLUSIONS
469 The two compounds involved in this reaction have very long
470 stratospheric half-lives. In fact, CF2O is such a stable molecule
471 that its concentration is growing steadily especially at high
472 altitudes.41 Similar conclusions could be thought for CF3C-
473 (O)OH that escapes the wet deposition of the troposphere.
474 Even so, its mutual reaction is too slow at tropospheric
475 conditions and could become considerable only with growing
476 concentrations and altitudes. In the temperature range 513−
477 573 K, it proceeds homogeneously in the gas phase through
478 the formation of a reaction intermediate, here characterized as
479 CF3C(O)OC(O)F, the final products being CF3C(O)F, HF,
480 and CO2. The reaction is first-order respect to each reagent,
481 and second order global and proceeds via a concerted step
482 through a six-center transition state with experimental Ea =
483 110.1 ± 6.1 kJ mol−1 and A = (1.2 ± 0.2) × 10−12 cm3 molec−1

484 s−1. This TS is facilitated by the hydrogen-bond interactions
485 between the −OH group of the acid and the F atom of the
486 CF2O. Some thermodynamic activation values were also found
487 for this reaction: ΔH⧧ = 105.6 ± 6.4 kJ mol−1, ΔS⧧ = −88.6 ±
488 9.7 J mol−1 K−1, and ΔG⧧ = 153.7 ± 13.5 kJ mol−1. The
489 comparison with ab initio calculations at the G4MP2 level of
490 theory showed excellent similarities, thus proving the proposed
491 mechanism.
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